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Abstract. Information entropy of zero-point oscillations of a harmonic oscillator is calculated. Its
value is expressed in both nats and energy units. It is shown the entropy’s physical meaning is
determined by the wave particle duality of electromagnetic radiation. The energy resulting from
information entropy of initial sub conformation of a myoglobin molecule is derived.
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1

Introduction

According to Nernst heat theorem, there should be a simple association between entropy and zero-point
oscillations. For certain systems their entropy at absolute zero will be exactly zero [1]. Nevertheless,
recent studies revealed that it is possible for a molecule to transfer its zero energy into molecular
tunnelling one [2]. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to calculate information entropy of zero-point
oscillations of a harmonic oscillator and to determine the entropy’s physical meaning.
Like two-faced Janus, harmonic oscillator can be used to describe both thermal equilibrium radiation
and a molecule [3]. Thermal radiation is dual by its very nature. It can be considered as a wave, i.e., a
continuous process. On the other hand, it can be thought as a stream of photons. Planck used this
dualism to get proper expression for zero energy of harmonic oscillator. He assumed a molecule absorbs
thermal radiation continuously but emits it discretely [4].So, the expression for information entropy for
zero-point oscillations should have presumably two terms responsible for dualism of electromagnetic
radiation.

2

Calculation of Information Entropy of Zero-Point Oscillations

It was shown that thermodynamic entropy is equal to information one assuming that k is Boltzmann
constant in Shannon’s formula [5]. Then information entropy at absolute zero, from Nernst heat theorem,
should also be zero, which is not. Atomic zero-point oscillations occur at a temperature slightly higher
than absolute zero when all thermal oscillations disappear. Its value is given by the expression
h
,
(1)
T0 
2k
where h and k are Planck and Boltzmann constants,  is the frequency of a harmonic oscillator.
Information entropy of low-temperature plateau for molecular tunnelling can be written as
Sim ,  k[(  1)ln(1   )   ln  ]
(2)
where m is the number of identical quantum oscillators constituting the activation barrier,  is the
parameter describing the part of oscillator’s zero energy used for molecular tunnelling process [2].
Obviously, this part cannot exceed the value of zero energy itself. Substituting   1 / 2 into Eq. (2)
we get the expression for information entropy in nuce
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Sim ,  k[(  1)ln(1  )  ln ]  k[ ln  ln ] 
(3)
2
2 2 2
2 2 2 2
 k[0.608198  (0.346574)]  0.954771k.
In Eq. (3) information entropy is measured in energy units. Hence its value in nats is 0.954771 nat.
As noted above, there should be at least two terms in the expression for information entropy
responsible for a wave nature and a particle nature of electromagnetic radiation. It can be easily seen
there are two terms in Eq. (3), namely 0.608198 nat and 0.346574 nat. Let us clarify their meaning.

3

Physical Meaning of the Entropy under Consideration

Consider a myoglobin molecule that occupies a certain volume and interacts with thermal equilibrium
radiation [5]. Their interaction can be presented by means of a harmonic oscillator. The oscillator’s zeropoint oscillations define the radiation’s energy mean-square fluctuations in this volume. The fluctuations
values are
2
quant
 2.09415  10 53 erg 2 ,
2
 int
 1.21875  10 53 erg 2 ,

The first value is thermal radiation fluctuations that are due to photons motion. The second one arises
from the wave nature of radiation. Their ratio
2
quant
2
 int



2.09415  10 53 erg 2
1.21875  1053 erg 2

 1.71828

can be compared with that followed from Eq. (3)
0.608198 / 0.346574  1.75489.
The values of the two ratios are in fairly good agreement. So we can conclude that 0.608198 nat is
determined by the particle nature of thermal equilibrium radiation, while 0.346574 nat results from the
wave one.

4

Initial Sub Conformation Energy of a Myoglobin Molecule

Let us dwell on practical implementation of the derived results. A hypothesis for creation of activation
barrier was put forward earlier [3]. The creation process was imagined as a sequence of identical
quantum oscillators, each oscillator representing a molecule’s sub conformation. More and more sub
conformations appear as temperature rises. From the temperature of final sub conformation’s creation,
the generation of the barrier is complete and a unimolecular reaction starts. It is possible then to
measure its constant experimentally. The temperature of initial sub conformation T0 can be calculated
using Eq. (1). At this temperature the formation of the activation barrier begins. The energy resulting
from information entropy of initial sub conformation of a molecule Sim , 1/2  T0 can be derived from Eqs.
(1) and (3).
Low-temperature fluctuations of a myoglobin molecule were studied experimentally [6]. Three
activation barriers a, b and c were observed. Their frequencies  are shown in Table 1. The two just
mentioned barriers characteristics T0 and Sim , 1/2  T0 are also given there.
Table 1. Characteristics of activation barriers for low-temperature fluctuations of a myoglobin molecule
Barrier

(Hz)
T0(K)
Sim,µ=1/2×T0(J)

TP

a
2×106
4.8×10-5
6.32547×10-28

b
1×107
2.4×10-4
3.16324×10-27

c
5×106
1.2×10-4
1.58136×10-27
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As expected the values of T0 are very low. However, they are experimentally accessible [7]. So it is
possible to explore the initial sub conformation of a myoglobin molecule by experimentation.

5

Conclusions

The results of this report can be summarized as follows:
1. Information entropy of zero-point oscillations of a harmonic oscillator is equal to 0.954771 nat, or
0.954771×k, where k is Boltzmann constant.
2. Interaction of a molecule with thermal equilibrium radiation can be described by means of a
quantum harmonic oscillator. Its zero-point oscillations define the radiation’s energy meansquare fluctuations for this molecule.
3. There are two terms in information entropy, since electromagnetic radiation is inherently dual.
0.608198 nat is determined by the radiation’s particle nature, while 0.346574 nat results from
the wave one.
4. The energy resulting from information entropy of initial sub conformation of a myoglobin
molecule has been derived.
The suggested approach can be used to study zero-point oscillations of vacuum. Several researchers
believe these oscillations are made up from vortices of quantum nature [8].
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